
 

Poetry  1    

Poetry is an important genre in student writing. It gives students opportunities to play with lan-

guage in novel ways, and to incorporate art and graphic design skills, as well.  It is important that 

students understand that it is the message that is important in poetry, not just the format or rhym-

ing. Playing with line breaks and white space, exploring repetition and font choices for emphasis, 

and focusing on descriptive language that carries meaning are all ways to enhance students’ po-

etic writing skills. 

 

These writing samples are intended to show how student writing can be assessed using the NWT

-ELA writing standards. The samples were selected from student writing from across the NWT. 

No one sample can accurately match every writing standard, so a number of samples have been 

included. When assessing student writing (either for or of learning) it is important to remember to 

use a variety of samples. The more samples you use, the more you can be confident in your ob-

servations. 

 

Poetry  

Samples 1-6 
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In Grade One, students begin to explore simple poems through nursery rhymes, chants, songs, and games. Students should have 

lots of opportunities to hear a wide variety of poetry. Forms for Grade One students to explore can include (but are not limited to) list 

poems, sensory poems, comparisons (mostly similes) alphabetic or acrostic poems, the use of onomatopoeia, and free verse.  
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Sample 1 Grade 1 

Sample 2 

Discussion: This sample combines a text frame (the printed words) with 

pictures to communicate ideas. The format does not uses a consistent pat-

tern, but the comparisons being made are all accurate. The choice of 

things to be compared (all animals) is consistent. 

APPROACHING STANDARDS 

Discussion:  This is a list poem, using “found” information (in this 

case, the contents of the student’s lunch box).  It  lists the items in 

the box, but then adds a personal opinion at the end, as a conclu-

sion (“Yummy! Yummy!).  Although the spelling is still approximat-

ed, once the context is clear, most of the items are decodable. 

 

APPROACHING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing includes details 

- models familiar text structure (modeled pattern) 

- uses descriptive words 

- writing engages audience 

Rubric qualities: 

- uses personal experiences as a starting point for writing 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- models familiar text structure (list poem) 

- uses descriptive words (Yummy!) 

- writing engages audience 
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Sample 3 Grade 1 

Discussion:  This sample uses a “frame” for the poem  

(greater than/less than) and uses the pattern consistently. 

Some of the comparisons show good connections 

(snowflake-lake, brother-uncle), while others are more 

random (book-tornado, sister-school). However, the over-

all message is generally meaningful and shows under-

standing of the word combinations. The use of Math sym-

bols add an interesting detail to the piece. 

 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Sample 4 

Discussion:  This sample is a list poem, using descriptive 

words around a key idea. The word choice is quite basic  

until the end (“glows” stands out as being more precise and 

descriptive), but all the words are connected to the topic.  

The idea that the author enjoys the fire is clear. 

 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing includes details 

- models familiar text structure (modeled pattern) 

- writing engages audience 

- uses a mixture of approximated and conventional 

spelling 

Rubric qualities: 

- uses personal experience as a starting point for writing 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing includes details 

- models familiar text structure (list poem) 

- uses descriptive words 

- uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling 
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I want to a bike 

To ride 

To ride all day 

To ride fast 

Do you have a bike? 

Discussion:  This sample is free verse. Alt-

hough it’s a bit hard to decode, the message 

is clear. The use of repetition adds emphasis 

to the idea of “riding”, and the last line pro-

vides a conclusion, although it is not particu-

larly connected to the rest of the piece. 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Sample 5 Grade 1 

Sample 6 
Discussion:  This sample is a list poem. The word choice is descriptive, using 

physical characteristics, actions, and some onomatopoeia. All the details are clear-

ly connected to the topic..  

MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- uses personal experiences as a starting point for writing 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing includes details 

- models familiar text structure (free verse) 

- uses descriptive words 

- writing engages audience 

- uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling 

- errors may be distracting but communication is understandable 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing includes details 

- models a familiar text structure (list poem) 

- uses descriptive words 

- writing engages audience 

- uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling 
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Sample 7 Grade 1 

Some cats live outside 

Some cats are cute 

Some cats are little 

Some cats see in the night time 

Some cats have white and  

orange fur 

Some cats play with string 

Discussion: This sample was intended to be a 

poem, but the author struggled with line 

breaks. Rewriting it in a different format shows 

the effectiveness of the repetition, as well as 

the pattern in the poem. There is good de-

scriptive language. 

 

EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- uses personal experiences as a starting point for writing 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing includes details 

- models familiar text structure (pattern poem) 

- uses descriptive words to create an image 

- writing engages audience 

- uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling 

- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable 
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Three...eee...eee of me 

Me, me, me 

That would be a difference for  

me, me, me 

And my friends, you too 

What would you do  

if there was more of you? 

Discussion:  This sample is writ-

ten as a song (note the musical 

symbols in the illustration). It 

demonstrates an understanding of 

rhythm and rhyme. It is clearly 

attempting to communicate an 

idea. The author uses repetition 

and pattern for emphasis, and 

actively tries in engage the audi-

ence. 

 

EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS 

Sample 8 Grade 1 

Rubric qualities: 

- uses personal experience as a starting point for writing 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing includes details 

- models familiar text structure (song) 

- uses descriptive words 

- writing is individual 

- writing engages audience 

- uses a mixture of approximated and conventional spelling 

- errors may be distracting but basic communication is understandable 
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In Grade Two, students continue to explore simple poems through  rhymes, chants, songs, and games. Students should have lots 

of opportunities to hear a wide variety of poetry., including lots of play with sounds and words. Forms for Grade Two students to 

explore can include (but are not limited to) list poems, sensory poems, comparisons (mostly similes) alphabetic or acrostic poems, 

the use of onomatopoeia, shape or concrete poems, rhyming couplets, and free verse.  
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Sample 1 Grade 2 

Sample 2 

Discussion:  This sample is a list poem. Some of the de-

scriptors are kinds of bread while others describe tastes. 

The descriptors are common words, but make an inter-

esting list 

APPROACHING STANDARDS 

Discussion:  This sample is a free verse poem. It uses repetition 

for emphasis, as well as alliteration, and makes effective use of 

line breaks and white space. The final line is an attempt at image-

ry. 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- uses familiar events and ideas as a starting point for 

writing 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing includes facts 

- models familiar text structure: list poem 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high fre-

quency words 

- errors may be distracting but basic communication is 

understandable 

Rubric qualities: 

- uses familiar events and ideas as a starting point for writing 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing includes observations 

- models familiar text structure: free verse 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- writing engages audience 

- may show emphasis by using repeated words or phrasing,  

- may show emphasis by using line breaks 

- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high frequency 

words 
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Sample 3 Grade 2 

Sample 4 

Discussion: This sample is a combination of 

a list poem and a common pattern  (“I 

like…”). The repetition of “yummy in my tum-

my” and “yummy! yummy! yummy!” adds in-

terest to the piece. The word choice is basic, 

but effective 

 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Discussion:  This sample follows a familiar pattern. The de-

scriptors all relate to the main idea (“quiet”) and are consistent in 

grammatical structure. The imagery in the four descriptors is ef-

fective, and the word choice is quite sophisticated. 

 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- uses familiar events and ideas as a start-

ing point for writing 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing includes details 

- models familiar text structure (list poem) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended 

audience 

- writing engages audience 

- shows emphasis by using repeated 

words and phrases 

- uses conventional spelling for most fa-

miliar or high frequency words 

- errors may be distracting but basic com-

munication is understandable 

Rubric qualities: 

- uses familiar events and ideas as a starting point for writing 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing includes details and observations 

- models familiar text structure (pattern) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses descriptive words that include adjectives to create an 

image 

- writing engages audience 

- shows emphasis by using repeated words and phrasing 

- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high frequen-

cy words 

- errors may be distracting but basic communication is under-

standable 
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Sample 5 Grade 2 

Sample 6 

Discussion: This sample has very effective line breaks 

and placement on the page.  The large amount of white 

space in the centre adds to the image of the author being 

alone.  Although the word choice is quite basic, it is still 

effective in building to the final image. 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Discussion:   This sample is in free verse. It use 

phrase length to increase and decrease reading 

speed, as well as to add emphasis. The word 

choice is this is basic; the beginning and ending 

develop stronger images than the middle section. 

 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- uses familiar events as a starting point for writing 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing includes details and observations 

- models familiar text structure (pattern) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- writing engages audience 

- shows emphasis with line breaks and white space 

- uses conventional spelling for most familiar words 

- errors may be distracting but basic communication is un-

derstandable 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing includes details and facts 

- models familiar text structure (free verse) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- shows emphasis with line breaks 

- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or 

high frequency words 

- errors may be distracting but basic communica-

tion is understandable 
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Sample 7 Grade 2 

Sample 8 

Discussion:  This sample is a free verse. It develops a strong 

image, using the metaphor of an eye. The word choice 

(“blink”, “stare”, “curious”, “look”) all add to the image. 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Discussion:  This sample is a list poem, using a predictable pattern. 

The verbs are all consistent in format and are all connected to the 

main idea (‘you”). The word choice is basic, but the image being de-

veloped, along with the message, is effective. 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- uses familiar events and ideas as a starting point for writ-

ing 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing includes observations 

- models familiar text structure (free verse) 

- word choice is appropriate for audience 

- uses descriptive words (metaphor) to create an image 

- writing engages audience 

- uses conventional spelling for most familiar and high fre-

quency words 

- errors may be distracting but basic communication is un-

derstandable 

Rubric qualities: 

- uses familiar events and ideas as a starting point for writing 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing includes details 

- models familiar text structure (list poem) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses descriptive words to create an image 

- writing engages audience 

- shows emphasis by using repeated phrasing 

- uses conventional spelling for most familiar and high frequency 

words 
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Sample 9 Grade 2 

Sample 10 

Discussion:  This sample  also uses a familiar pattern. The first 

two descriptors are unique (“up and down jumping”, forward-back 

running”) and provide a very interesting image when connected 

with the main idea (“silly”). The second two descriptors are not as 

effective. The repetition at the end, along with the placement on 

the page, add to the first image, and make a good conclusion to 

the piece. 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Discussion:  This sample uses free verse. The word choice is 

strong and helps to develop an image. The repetition keeps 

the reader focused on the main idea. 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- uses familiar events and ideas as a starting point for writing 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing includes details 

- models familiar text structure (pattern) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses descriptive words (adjectives) to create image 

- writing is engaging 

- shows emphasis by using repeated words and phrasing; 

white space 

- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high frequen-

cy words 

- errors may be distracting but basic communication is under-

standable 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing includes details 

- models familiar text structure (pattern) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses descriptive words that include adjectives 

- writing engages audience shows emphasis by using re-

peated words and phrasing 

- uses conventional spelling for most familiar or high fre-

quency words 

- errors may be distracting but basic communication is un-

derstandable 
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Sample 11 Grade 2 

Discussion:  This sample is a free verse. It makes good 

use of font size, punctuation, and line breaks to develop 

an image. It also uses alliteration (“frozen...freezing, 

frosty air”). There is some strong word choice (loping, 

frozen, scent). The overall effect is powerful communi-

cation. 

 

EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing includes details and facts 

- models familiar text structure (free verse) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses descriptive words to create an image 

- writing engages audience 

- shows emphasis by using line breaks and white space 

- uses conventional spelling for familiar and high frequen-

cy words 

- errors may be distracting but basic communication is 

understandable 
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In Grade Three, students continue to explore more sophisticated poems that include humour and word play. Students should have 

lots of opportunities to hear a wide variety of poetry, including lots of play with the sounds of language—using repetition  and sound 

combinations for emphasis and to create images. Forms for Grade Three students to explore can include (but are not limited to) list 

poems, sensory poems, comparisons (mostly similes) alphabetic or acrostic poems, the use of onomatopoeia, shape or concrete 

poems, rhyming couplets, diamantes, cinquains, and free verse.  
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Sample 1 Grade 3 

Sample 2 

Discussion: This sample is based on a familiar pattern, 

using descriptive words. There are also rhyming cou-

plets (the final words rhyme although the rhythm is une-

ven). The word choice for the descriptors is basic. The 

word “minute” is more sophisticated; it does not really fit 

with the rest of the poem and may have been chosen 

more for its rhyme than its meaning. 

 

APPROACHING STANDARDS 

Discussion: This sample is a variation on a cinquain or 

diamante. It uses a single word at the top and bottom, 

two words on the next lines, and longer phrases in the 

middle.  The pattern is not followed exactly, but the 

organization is effective. The word choice is interesting 

and engages the audience. 

APPROACHING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- an image is stated 

- uses familiar objects and observations to develop an 

image 

- uses familiar text structure (list poem and rhyming 

couplets) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- voice is evident 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most high-frequency words correctly 

- errors do not interfere with communication 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- uses details to develop an image 

- uses familiar text structure (cinquain) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses descriptive words 

- voice is evident 

- spells most high-frequency words correctly; unfamiliar 

words are spelled phonetically 

- errors do not interfere with communication 
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Sample 3 Grade 3 

Sample 4 

Discussion: This sample is a variation on an acrostic poem, building the 

lines into a meaningful sentence. The imagery in the sentence is power-

ful. The word choice is basic, but effective. 

APPROACHING STANDARDS 

Discussion:  This sample is a cinquain (four lines, building in length, then a 

final synonym as the fifth line). It is based on true information (Helen Keller) 

but is a poetic interpretation (“caged in darkness”). The word choice is strong 

and the image created is powerful. 

 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- an image is stated 

- uses observations and familiar objects to develop an image 

- uses familiar text structure (enhanced acrostic) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses expressive language 

- voice is evident 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most high frequency words correctly 

- errors do not interfere with communication 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- a message is stated 

- uses facts to develop the message 

- uses familiar text structure (cinquain) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses descriptive words 

- uses expressive language 

- creates tone that reflects feelings/emotions consistent with topic 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most high-frequency words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled 

phonetically 

- errors do not interfere with communications 
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Sample 5 Grade 3 

Discussion:  This sample shows revisions and a final copy of poem made up primarily of rhyming couplets. 

The pattern falters in a couple of places, with uneven rhythm and missing rhyme, but it is good attempt. 

There are some misused words (“breef”, “dander”) but generally the word choice is effective. The poem at-

tempts to tell a story, but in trying to create the rhyming pattern, some of the information seems less con-

nected to the main idea. 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- uses familiar objects to develop an image 

- uses familiar text structure (rhyming couplets) 

- uses descriptive words 

- voice is evident 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most high-frequency words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled phonetically 

- errors do not interfere with meaning 
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Sample 6 Grade 3 

Sample 7 

Discussion: This sample uses rhyming combinations to create an image. 

The rhythm and rhyme scheme are consistent, but the word choice is 

quite basic . Neither the images nor the message are strong, but it does 

engage the reader with the rhythm. 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Discussion:  This sample is a variation on an acrostic po-

em, building the lines together into a meaningful sentence. 

This piece seems to reflect an expository theme. The word 

choice is basic, as is the image, but effective. 

 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- uses familiar objects to develop an image 

- uses familiar text structure (patterned rhyme) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses expressive language to create an image 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the writer 

- spells most high-frequency words correctly; unfamiliar words are 

spelled phonetically 

- errors do not interfere with communication 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on topic 

- image is stated 

- uses facts to develop the image 

- uses familiar text structure (enhanced acrostic) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses precise vocabulary related to topic 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most high-frequency words correctly; unfamiliar 

words are spelled phonetically 

- errors do not interfere with communication 
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Sample 8 Grade 3 

Sample 9 

Discussion: This sample uses a familiar pattern, 

combined with lots of alliteration (“whispering 

winds”, “rosy red … raked”) and onomatopoeia 

(“crackling”, “whispering”). The structure is nicely 

balanced and the word choice creates a very effec-

tive and specific image. 

EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS 

Discussion:  This sample is a diamante (building by one word on each 

line to four, then decreasing again to an antonym of the first word, creat-

ing a poem of opposites). The author does a good job keeping the de-

scriptors balanced (“noisy/shy”, “arcade/salon” “laughing/giggling”), and 

the word choice is effective. The illustrations add detail to the piece and 

are well placed 

EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on topic 

- image is stated 

- uses familiar objects and observations to create an 

image 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- an image is stated 

- uses familiar objects and details to develop an image 

- uses familiar text structure (diamante) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses descriptive words including adjectives to create an image 

- uses precise vocabulary related to topic 

- voice is evident 

- creates tone that reflects feelings consistent with topic 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most high-frequency words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled 

phonetically 

- errors do not interfere with communication 

- uses familiar text structure (free verse) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses descriptive words 

- uses expressive language to create an image 

- voice is evident 

- creates tone that reflects feelings/emotions consistent with topic 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most high-frequency words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled phonetically 

- errors do not interfere with communication 
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Sample 10 Grade 3 

Sample 11 

Discussion:  This sample uses rhyme and a familiar pattern. 

The word combinations are effective, using some alliteration 

and rhyme to build the pattern. The surprise in line four adds 

interest. 

EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS 

Discussion: This sample builds on a familiar pattern. The 

repetition builds energy in the piece, then the last two lines 

slow it down. The tempo and the word choice work together 

to develop the image of a “good dog”. 

EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- an image is stated 

- uses observations and details to develop an image 

- uses familiar text structure (rhyme and pattern) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses descriptive words to create an image 

- voice is evident 

- creates tone that reflects feelings consistent with topic (line 

breaks and layout) 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most high-frequency words correctly; unfamiliar 

words are spelled phonetically 

- errors do not interfere with communication 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- a feeling is stated (good dog) 

- uses observations and details to develop an image 

- uses familiar text structure (pattern) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses descriptive words to create an image and a feeling 

- uses precise vocabulary related to topic 

- voice is evident 

- creates one that reflects feelings consistent with topic, 

using line breaks, rhythm, repetition of syntax pattern, 

and tempo 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most high-frequency words correctly; unfamiliar 

words are spelled phonetically 

- errors do not interfere with communication 
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In Grade Four, students continue to explore more sophisticated poems that include humour and word play. Students should have 

lots of opportunities to hear a wide variety of poetry, including lots of play with the sounds of language—using repetition  and sound 

combinations for emphasis and to create images.-  as well as starting to explore poems that tell stories. Forms for Grade Four stu-

dents to explore can include (but are not limited to) list poems, sensory poems, comparisons (mostly similes) alphabetic or acrostic 

poems, the use of onomatopoeia, shape or concrete poems, rhyming couplets, diamantes, cinquains, spoonerisms, and free verse.  
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Sample 1 Grade 4 

Sample 2 

Discussion:  This sample is a rhyming couplet. It incorporates humour to convey 

the message. The word choice is basic, but effective. 

APPROACHING STANDARDS 

Discussion: The sample attempts to build a rhyme 

scheme and to follow a consistent rhythm. Some of 

the phrasing structure sounds contrived. The repeti-

tion of “pounce, run, and play” is not particularly ef-

fective; it just seems repetitive. 

APPROACHING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on topic 

- uses familiar objects to develop an image 

- uses familiar text structure (rhyming couplet) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- voice is evident 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most high-frequency words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled 

phonetically 

- errors do not interfere with communication 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- uses observations to develop an image 

- uses familiar text structure (rhyming) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

-uses descriptive words to create an image 

- voice is evident 

- spells most high-frequency words correctly; unfamiliar 

words are spelled phonetically 

- errors do not interfere with communication 
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Sample 3 Grade 4 

Sample 4 

Discussion: This sample is written as free verse. It uses repetition 

for emphasis. There is some interesting phrasing (“a helpful world”, 

“faithful through prayer”) and some clear adjectives (“loving”, “safe”, 

“clean”, “colourful”, “powerful”).. The line breaks and page layout 

support the message, as well. 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Discussion: This sample 

starts out using rhyme, but 

moves to free verse. The 

images are powerful (“white 

like a bright light”, 

“snowflake tickling my eye-

lid”). The piece would bene-

fit from revision to look at 

line breaks  and phrasing; 

this might enhance the clar-

ity of the message. 

 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing presents a clear message 

- uses details to develop the message 

- uses familiar text structure (free verse) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses specific expressive language to create images 

- voice is evident 

- creates tone that reflects feelings/emotions consistent with topic 

(line breaks, white space, repetition) 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most high-frequency words correctly; unfamiliar words are 

spelled phonetically 

- errors do not interfere with communication 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing presents a clear image 

- uses details and observations to develop the image 

- uses familiar text structure (free verse) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses specific expressive language to create images 

- voice is evident 

- creates tone that reflects feelings/emotions consistent with topic  

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most high-frequency words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled phonetically 

- errors do not interfere with communication 
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Sample 5 Grade 4 

Sample 6  

Discussion: This sample is free verse; in some ways, it also follows the 

format of a list poem, only with phrases instead of single words. The 

piece contains good descriptive language (“slushy”, “blooming”, 

“wonderful”, “muddy”).  

MEETING STANDARDS 

Discussion:  This sample is a diamante. It uses good descriptive language 

and the “opposites” mirror quite well. The word choice is good and some 

(“crackling”, “sizzling”, “seeping”) help to create images.. 

 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing presents a clear image 

- uses details to develop the image 

- uses familiar text structure (free verse/list poem) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses specific expressive language to create images 

- voice is evident 

- creates tone that reflects feelings/emotions consistent with topic (line 

breaks, white space) 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most high-frequency words correctly; unfamiliar words are 

spelled phonetically 

- errors do not interfere with communication 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing presents a clear image 

- uses details to develop the image 

- uses familiar text structure (diamante) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses specific expressive language to create images 

- voice is evident 

- creates tone that reflects feelings/emotions consistent with topic (line 

breaks, white space, repetition) 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most high-frequency words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled 

phonetically 

- errors do not interfere with communication 
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Sample 7 Grade 4 

Sample 8 

Discussion: This sample is a variation on a list poem, using phrases. The 

piece stays focused on the topic and creates a vivid image. It uses repletion 

well, along with variations in print and layout. 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Discussion: This sample is autobiographical and fol-

lows a template. The descriptors are effective, but do 

not necessarily work well together to create a single 

image or a person. The layout (having the piece cen-

tred) is effective, and makes good use of spacing. 

 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing presents a clear image 

- uses details to develop the image 

- uses familiar text structure (list poem) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses precise vocabulary related to topic 

- uses specific expressive language to create images 

- voice is evident 

- creates tone that reflects feelings/emotions consistent with topic (line 

breaks, white space, print changes, and layout) 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most high-frequency words correctly; unfamiliar words are spelled 

phonetically 

- errors do not interfere with communication 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- uses details, memories, and observations to develop 

the image 

- uses familiar text structure (template) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses specific expressive language to create images 

- voice is evident 

- creates tone that reflects feelings/emotions con-

sistent with topic (line breaks, white space, repetition) 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most high-frequency words correctly; unfamil-

iar words are spelled phonetically 

- errors do not interfere with communication 
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In Grade Five, students explore more sophisticated poems that include humour and word play. Students should have 

lots of opportunities to hear a wide variety of poetry, including lots of play with the sounds of language - using repeti-

tion  and sound combinations for emphasis and to create images - as well as starting to explore poems that tell sto-

ries. Forms for Grade Five students to explore can include (but are not limited to)  sensory poems, comparisons 

(similes and metaphors), the use of onomatopoeia, shape or concrete poems, rhyming couplets, spoonerisms, puns,  

and free verse.  
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Sample 1 Grade 5 

Sample 2 

Discussion: This sample is an example of free verse. The descriptions 

create an effective image (“dancing like demons”). The tiny print and 

convention errors make the piece difficult to read, but there is voice in 

the content, and a message. 

APPROACHING STANDARDS 

Around the wind like a tornado 

The trees dancing like demons 

People are flying 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing presents a clear image 

- uses details and familiar objects to develop the image 

- uses familiar text structure (free verse) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses specific expressive language to create images 

- voice is evident 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

Discussion:  This sample is a variation on a list poem. It uses 

phrases and repetition. The first five lines set up the last two, 

and create an effective image. The word choice is generally 

basic; “peace”, “loving”, and “sensitive” make the piece more 

interesting. The layout makes the poem easy to read. 

APPROACHING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing presents a clear image 

- uses details to develop the image 

- uses familiar text structure (free verse) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- voice is evident 

- uses line breaks and repetition to create a tone that re-

flects feeling emotions consistent with the topic 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most words correctly 

- errors do not interfere with communication 
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Sample 3 Grade 5 

Sample 4 

Discussion:  This sample is a set of poems relating to the four 

seasons of the year. It attempts to use rhyme, but the rhythm 

and rhyme schemes are not consistent within or among the po-

ems. This makes the pieces seem rather forced, and the mes-

sage less clear.  

APPROACHING STANDARDS 

Discussion:  This sample uses rhyming couplets to de-

scribe the northern lights. The first line in each couplet is 

more effective than the second one; finding a rhyming 

word seemed to be more important than the message in 

the poem. The rhythm of the two lines in each couplet is 

not consistent. This makes the piece seem awkward and 

hard to read. There is some good word choice (dance, 

amazing) but the overall effect is not strong. 

 

APPROACHING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing presents a clear image 

- uses details to develop the image 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses layout and repetition to create a tone that reflects  

feelings/emotions consistent with the topic 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most words correctly 

- errors do not interfere with communication 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- uses details to develop the image 

- uses familiar text structure (rhyming couplets) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses precise vocabulary related to topic 

- spells most words correctly 

- errors do not interfere with communication 
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Sample 5 Grade 5 

Sample 6 

Discussion: This sample uses a combination of phrasing and 

rhyme to create an image of autumn. The piece also uses allit-

eration (breaking branches, whistling wind) and onomatopoeia 

(crackling, whistling, snapping) to add descriptive detail.  

MEETING STANDARDS 

Discussion:  This sample uses free verse. It makes 

good use of line breaks and varied phrase length to 

give rhythm to the piece. Repetition of “No more” 

gives emphasis to the ideas at the end of the poem. 

The word choice is basic, but effective. 

 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing presents a clear image 

- uses details to develop the image 

- uses familiar text structure (free verse) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses specific expressive language to create images 

- voice is evident 

- uses line breaks and syntax pattern to create a tone that re-

flects feeling emotions consistent with the topic 

- tone is easy to describe 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most words correctly 

- errors do not interfere with communication 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on topic 

- writing presents a clear message 

- uses details to develop the message 

- uses familiar text structure (free verse) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- voice is evident 

- uses line breaks and repetition to create tone that reflects feelings/emotions consistent with topic 

- tone is easy to describe 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most words correctly 

- errors do not interfere with communication 
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Sample 7 Grade 5 

Sample 8 

Discussion: This sample is a variation on a sensory poem; 

it shows the use of a format from the primary grades in a 

new and inventive way. The variation in print, spacing, 

and orientation all contribute to the overall image and 

message being conveyed. Repetition of words (“cold”) and 

letters (“Chhilled”, “cuurl”) also adds interest. 

 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Discussion: This sample uses free verse to communicate a 

message, using a “What if..” starting prompt.  The three 

lines of response to the “What if” question each have their 

own style and rhythm. The first uses a dash to add empha-

sis to “jump”. The second uses parentheses to add an 

aside; the uses of AKA is also effective. The third line starts 

with “And”, which also adds interest to the structure. None 

of the items are particularly strong on their own, but work 

well together. 

 

MEETNG STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing evokes an image 

- uses familiar objects and details to develop the image 

- uses familiar text structure (sensory poem/free verse) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses precise vocabulary related to topic 

- voice is evident 

- uses line breaks, white space, repletion of letters and words, different sizes and styles of print, and layout on page 

to create tone that reflects feelings consistent with topic 

- tone is easy to describe 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most words correctly; spelling errors show incorrect use of spelling rules and patterns 

- errors do not interfere with communication 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on topic 

- writing presents a message 

- uses details to develop the message 

- uses familiar text structure (free verse) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- voice is evident 

- tone is easy to describe 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most words correctly; spelling errors show incorrect use of spelling rules and patterns 

- errors do not interfere with communication 
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Sample 9 Grade 5 

Discussion:  This sample uses descriptive language and 

rhyme and rhythm to create an effective image. The 

consistent rhythm and well-managed rhyme show well-

developed control of these techniques. Descriptive 

words and phrases (“hard as stone”, “around the streets 

I roam”, “Olympic outdoor cat”) bring voice to the piece. 

There are some minor convention errors (overuse of 

commas and incorrect use of “their”) but they do not 

interfere with the message being communicated. 

 

EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing evokes an image 

- uses familiar objects, observations, and details to develop the image 

- uses familiar text structure (abcb rhyme pattern) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses specific expressive language including adjectives and similes to create images 

- voice is evident 

- uses lines breaks to create tone that reflects feelings/emotions consistent with topic 

- tone is easy to describe 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most words correctly; spelling errors show incorrect use of spelling rules and patterns 

- errors do not interfere with communication 
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In Grade Six, students continue to explore more sophisticated poems that include humour and word play. Students 

should have lots of opportunities to hear a wide variety of poetry, including lots of play with the sounds of language 

using repetition  and sound combinations for emphasis and to create images, as well as exploring poems that tell 

stories. Forms for Grade Six students to explore can include (but are not limited to)  comparisons (similes and meta-

phors), simple rhyme schemes, lyrics, and free verse.  
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Sample 1 Grade 6 

Sample 2 

Discussion: This sample uses descriptive language in free verse to 

create an image of power. Although the layout of the poem is weak 

because the ideas all run together rather than being separated by line 

breaks, the language makes it effective (“fierce”, “molten”, “invincible”, 

“ultimate”). The piece would likely be easier to read if each phrase 

was a separate line; this is a possible area of development for a writ-

ing conference. The irregular use of capitalization also makes the 

piece harder to read.  

APPROACHING STANDARDS 

Discussion: This sample attempts to convey a strong 

message in a “show, not tell” manner. It never directly 

names the issue (smoking) but shares a message us-

ing questions directed at a loved one. The use of stan-

zas and a simple rhyme scheme, as well as the repeti-

tion of the first stanza at the end, give structure to the 

piece and add emphasis to the message. There are 

some places where the wording becomes a bit confus-

ing (“The thing called between us, the circle of trust”), 

but overall the message is clear. 

 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing evokes an image 

- uses familiar structure (free verse) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses expressive language to create desired effect 

- voice is evident 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most words correctly 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing presents a clear message 

- uses social issue and personal feelings to develop 

the message 

- uses familiar structure (rhyme and stanzas) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses expressive language to create desired effect 

- voice is evident 

- uses formatting to create tone that reflects feelings/emotions consistent with topic 

- tone is easy to describe 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most words correctly 

- errors do not interfere with communication 
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Sample 3 Grade 6 

Discussion:  This sample shows both a 

first and second draft, with some revi-

sions. The piece uses rhythm and rhyme 

to enhance the message of the poem; 

varied phrase lengths also add interest 

(“Who would not want to hear such a 

wonderful sound”, “The rooster might 

crow”). Some of the vocabulary is not 

used correctly (“paddle and maddle”) 

which does interfere a bit with the mean-

ing (although it does support the rhyme 

scheme).  Some of the phrasing struc-

ture is also a bit awkward (likely through 

trying to maintain rhyme and rhythm), 

but the message is still clear. 

 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing evokes an image 

- uses observations to develop the image 

- uses familiar text structure (rhyme) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses expressive language to create desired effect 

- voice is evident 

- tone is easy to describe 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most words correctly; spelling errors show 

incorrect use of spelling rules and patterns 

- errors do not interfere with communication 
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Sample 4 Grade 6 

Sample 5 

Discussion: The sample is an example of free verse. It 

contains strong descriptive words and phrases (“flaming 

puck”, “crashing into the boards”, “the puck laughing”, “the 

whispering wild”). Experimenting with line breaks and 

white space might make the poem easier to read and add 

emphasis to certain key ideas and images.  The author 

appears to have personal experience with the topic and 

shares a feeling of enjoyment with the reader. 

 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Discussion:  The sample is  presented as a shape poem, 

but also shares a personal response to a given task. The 

piece uses some good descriptive words (“search”, frustrat-

ing”, “results”) and phrasing that would appeal to an audi-

ence of peers. It is likely that peers would also have shared 

the author’s opinion at times, so there would be a good con-

nection with the reader. 

 

MEETING STANDARDS 

- uses familiar text structure (free verse) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses precise vocabulary related to topic 

- uses expressive language to create desired effect 

- voice is evident 

- tone is easy to describe 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing evokes an image 

- uses personal feelings and memories to develop the 

image 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on a topic 

- writing resents a clear message 

- uses personal feelings to develop the message 

- uses familiar text structure (shape poem) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses descriptive language to create desired effect 

- voice is evident 

- uses formatting to create tone that reflects feelings/

emotions consistent with topic 

- tone is easy to describe 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most words correctly 

- errors do not interfere with communication 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most words correctly 

- errors do not interfere with communication 
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Sample 6 Grade 6 

Sample 7 

Discussion: This sample is written in free verse, although it does con-

tain some features of rap lyrics (short phrases, personal connection, 

repetition).  It draws on the theme of “pain and love” in a more mature 

way, making this piece sound more abstract and the context more 

sophisticated. The ending (“oh yeah”) is similar  to other lyrics. 

 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Discussion:  The sample uses stanzas to organize ideas, and uses 

intermittent rhyme, although there is no consistent pattern. The poem 

presents factual information. There is no clear message in the piece, 

but it does contain some interesting imagery. 

 

MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on topic 

- writing presents a clear personal opinion 

- uses social issues and personal feelings to develop the opinion 

- uses familiar text structure (free verse, stanzas) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses expressive language to create desired effect 

- voice is evident 

- uses organization of ideas and formatting to create tone that reflects 

feelings/emotions consistent with topic 

- tone is easy to describe 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most words correctly 

- errors do not interfere with communication 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on topic 

- writing evokes an image 

- uses facts to develop the image 

- uses familiar text structure (rhyme, stanzas) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses precise vocabulary related to topic 

- uses expressive language to create desired effect 

- voice is evident 

- uses organization of ideas and formatting to create tone that reflects 

feelings/emotions consistent with topic 

- tone is easy to describe 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most words correctly 

- errors do not interfere with communication 
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Sample 8 Grade 6 

Sample 9 

Discussion: This sample uses stanzas to organize the ideas and is an ex-

ample of free verse. The are strong descriptive words and phrases (“white 

blanket spread across the yard yawns”, “darker than night”, “cold winter 

blanket outside”). The pattern is line lengths is varied but alternates in a 

general pattern. 

 

EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS 

Discussion:  This sample is organized in stanzas and uses a common 

grammar structure in each verse. It also uses repetition (“turns”, “come 

back”, “like”, “become”). The content is a description; it does not convey a 

message but it does create excellent images. The structure is quite sophis-

ticated. The final stanza is a bit contrived, but still effective. 

 

EXCELLING AT MEETING STANDARDS 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on topic 

- writing evokes an image 

- uses facts and observations to develop the image 

- uses familiar text structure (free verse, stanzas) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses expressive language to create desired effect 

- voice is evident 

- uses organization of ideas and formatting to create tone that reflects 

feelings/emotions consistent with topic 

- tone is easy to describe 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most words correctly 

- errors do not interfere with communication 

Rubric qualities: 

- writing focuses on topic 

- writing evokes an image 

- uses facts and observations to develop the image 

- uses familiar text structure (free verse, stanzas) 

- word choice is appropriate for intended audience 

- uses precise vocabulary related to topic 

- uses expressive language to create desired effect 

- voice is evident 

- uses organization of ideas and formatting to create tone that reflects feel-

ings/emotions consistent with topic 

- tone is easy to describe 

- writing evokes a feeling or response in the reader 

- spells most words correctly 

- errors do not interfere with communication 


